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Secure, flexible, economical - 
access control from the cloud   
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Digital transformation is also opening up new opportunities for companies in the area of access con-
trol: Cloud-based systems are becoming increasingly popular because they are more secure, less 
expensive, and less time- and personnel-intensive than conventional software solutions that are 
operated on site. Access specialist sesamsec offers an access control solution that provides all the 
necessary components via the cloud. It is not only companies that benefit from this. Planners and 
installers can also rely on the experts' know-how from day one with "Professional Services" when 
entering the world of cloud-based access control. 

Access control is a matter of trust - after all, it's about protecting people, infrastructure and data as best as 
possible. But that doesn't mean that companies have to operate a system in-house to be on the safe side. 
Rather, it pays for companies to put the issue of access control in the hands of experts. A cloud-based solution 
such as that provided by sesamsec with Physical Access Control as a Service (PAC as a Service) offers clear 
advantages. 

Safety without effort  

By opting for PAC as a Service, companies no longer have to worry about servers, software or sufficient 
storage space themselves. The solution is ready for immediate use according to the plug & play principle 
thanks to preconfigured elements and always remains technologically up to date. To ensure that everything 
functions reliably and smoothly at all times, necessary updates and upgrades to the software take place in the 
background, as does remote maintenance. Nevertheless, customers have a full overview: They have access 
to their software and data at any time, regardless of location, via the cloud. 

Calculable costs  

The investment costs for proprietary software are eliminated, as are the ongoing expenses for IT infrastructure 
and personnel. Instead of tying up valuable capital, billing is based on a subscription model. For companies, 
this means that they pay a monthly fee for exactly the services they need. Different support levels can also be 
booked. 

Maximum flexibility 

For maximum flexibility, sesamsec offers scalable access management as part of the PAC as a Service model. 
If the company's needs change, for example, by adding new locations, users or functions, these can simply be 
added - and scaling down is also possible without any problems. Suitable interfaces can also be used to 
integrate solutions such as visitor management, building automation, and parking or room booking into the 
access control system.  

Especially for planners and installers 

Increasingly, installers and specialist planners are also faced with the challenge of implementing cloud-based 
access control for their customers. Especially for them, sesamsec offers its expertise within the scope of 
"Professional Services". sesamsec takes over the planning of the solution as well as the complete project 
management from preparation to commissioning and beyond. This makes it easy for installers and specialist 
planners to fully meet their customers' requirements for a modern access control solution in terms of security, 
availability and up-to-dateness. 
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